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Winning The Damages Battle After Losing The Liability War 

Law360, New York (September 16, 2015, 10:47 AM ET) --  

Securities class actions that reach verdict are rare, but these rare events provide 
valuable insights for negotiating the roughly half of all cases that result in 
settlement.[1] This article describes techniques for minimizing class damages 
following a judgment for plaintiffs, focusing upon two recent trial victories by 
plaintiffs, namely In re Vivendi Universal Securities Litigation[2] and Jaffe Pension 
Plan v. Household International Inc.,[3] as well as my experience defending an 
issuer with a final, nonappealable verdict in its post-judgment claims process, 
which resulted in a settlement and the vacating of the fraud judgment.[4] 
 
Two categories of challenge remain following a nonappealable securities class 
judgment for plaintiffs: (1) rebutting the presumption of reliance that the U.S. 
Supreme Court adopted in Basic Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224 (1988) as to individual class members[5] 
by focusing upon large institutional claimants; and (2) limiting “allowed claims” through setoffs pursuant 
to § 28(a)’s requirement limiting plaintiffs to “actual damages,”[6] and the Private Securities Litigation 
Reform Act’s damages provision, which essentially limits plaintiffs to nominal losses.[7] 
 
As to the first category, the Supreme Court’s recent decision in Halliburton Co. v. Erica P. John Fund Inc. 
(Halliburton II), 134 S. Ct. 2398 (2014), makes it harder to argue that sophisticated claimants should not 
benefit from Basic’s presumption of reliance on the “integrity” of the market price. As to the second, 
some interesting facts emerge after studying defense challenges to the claims process: one is that the 
well of potentially available setoffs can be quite deep, and is probably underestimated in most 
settlement negotiations;[8] another is that the application of these offsets varies significantly between 
settlements and verdicts, and among settlements themselves, with attendant implications for opt-out 
behavior. 
 
Finally, there are some factors that are unknowable ex ante — i.e., the number of damaged shares and 
class participation rates — that introduce uncertainty into the final equation. That uncertainty can be 
used to facilitate a settlement even in the face of a nonappealable final judgment. 
 
Challenging the Presumption of Reliance as to Individual Class Members 
 
Basic holds that “[a]ny showing that severs the link between the alleged misrepresentation and ... 
[plaintiff’s] decision to trade at a fair market price, will be sufficient to rebut the presumption of 
reliance,” including where “plaintiff ... believed [the] statements were false ... and consequently 
believed that [the] stock was artificially underpriced,” but purchased (or sold)[9] “nevertheless because 
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of unrelated concerns, e.g., potential antitrust problems, or political pressures to divest from shares of 
certain businesses.” Basic, 485 U.S. at 248-49.[10] 
 
Courts have struggled with this exception in the face of arguments that certain types of trading 
strategies — such as short selling and index fund trading — and a more general category of 
sophisticated traders[11] are not entitled to the Basic presumption. Courts are split on whether short 
sellers can claim the benefit,[12] but there is general agreement that index funds can claim it.[13] The 
treatment of sophisticated traders has been inconsistent, as exemplified by post-trial proceedings in 
Vivendi and Household. 
 
In Vivendi, a hedge fund that opted out of the class attempted to claim the collateral estoppel benefit of 
the jury’s verdict on the issue of reliance. Following a short bench trial, the district court denied that 
request based on evidence that the fund’s trading methodology was designed to calculate the price a 
private buyer would pay for the separate components of the company, and used the market price “only 
as a comparative.”[14] 
 
In Household, defendants challenged the ability of sophisticated institutional traders to benefit from the 
presumption, based in part upon the deposition testimony of senior managers who expressed a 
fundamental lack of faith in the efficient capital markets theory upon which the Basic presumption is 
founded.[15] Yet, the Household court held that these statements did not even raise a triable issue as to 
whether the presumption could be rebutted.[16] 
 
In Halliburton II, as part of defendants’ unsuccessful attempt to get the Basic presumption completely 
overturned, the defendants raised the issue of “value” investors as an illustration where the 
presumption supposedly did not make sense.[17] The court rejected this analysis, and in dicta took an 
expansive view of who qualifies for the Basic presumption: 

[S]uch [a value] investor implicitly relies on the fact that a stock’s market price will eventually reflect 
material information — how else could the market correction on which his profit depends occur? To be 
sure, the value investor “does not believe that the market price accurately reflects public information at 
the time he transacts.” But to indirectly rely on a misstatement in the sense relevant for the Basic 
presumption, he need only trade stock based on the belief that the market price will incorporate public 
information within a reasonable period.[18] 
 
The criticism of this view is encapsulated by the dissent’s contention that “an investor ... does not ‘rely 
on the integrity of the market price’ if he does not believe that the market price accurately reflects 
public information at the time he transacts.” [19] But as long as this remains the majority view, it 
suggests that defendants have been misguided in their prior attempts at rebutting the presumption. 
Instead of challenging a claimant’s doctrinal adherence to the efficient market theory, defendants would 
be better served by focusing upon what one court called an individual claimant’s “subjective and 
accurate belief” regarding the alleged misrepresentation or omission at issue. Jaroslawicz v. Engelhard 
Corp., 724 F. Supp. 294, 300 (D.N.J. 1989). 
 
The recent securities class actions that have gone to trial have primarily involved disputes as to whether 
risks were adequately disclosed.[20] In recent cases lost by the defense, sophisticated and presumably 
well-advised defendants believed that the allegedly “unknown” risks were in fact quite well known to 
the market. This is well illustrated by the Household court’s description of the compelling evidence 
offered by the defendants in support of their “truth on the market” defense, which included trial 
testimony by analysts and market professionals who agreed that Household’s supposedly undisclosed 



 

 

practices were actually well-disclosed in U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission filings and were 
known to the market.[21] But because the defendants lost that argument at trial as to the class as a 
whole, the court foreclosed them from arguing in the post-trial claims process that particular class 
claimants in fact possessed such knowledge.[22] 
 
This fundamentally misapprehends the Basic presumption: While the verdict in the class action is that 
“the market” did not know of the undisclosed practices, Basic very specifically allows inquiry into 
whether individual class members “believed [the] statements were false” but purchased anyway 
“because of unrelated concerns.” And Basic described those “unrelated concerns” quite broadly. 
 
Basic involved a class of sellers who sold in the face of the defendants’ allegedly false denials regarding a 
contemplated merger. Among the categories of claimants who the court said would not qualify for the 
presumption were those who sold because of “antitrust concerns”[23] — in other words, someone who 
disbelieved the “no merger” statements, but considered them immaterial, perhaps because of a belief 
that the government would not allow the proposed merger to proceed. Basic specifically contemplates a 
highly individualized, fact-based inquiry in post-trial claim challenges. 
 
While one might argue that the class action mechanism renders such knowledge defenses irrelevant as a 
matter of collateral estoppel, a class benefiting from the Basic presumption is never accurately defined 
merely as purchasers between dates “X and Y,” but rather should be defined as purchasers between 
dates “X + Y, who did not know or believe that the misrepresentation was false or that an omission 
occurred.” As the court in the Vivendi optout case put it: 

True rebuttals of the presumption ... often “require an individualized inquiry into the buying and selling 
decisions of particular class members[,]” and as such are less susceptible to proof on a class-wide 
basis.... When this occurs, questions of individual reliance will call for individualized proof, which may be 
taken at separate trials after the class-wide trial has completed. 
 
GAMCO Investors Inc., 927 F. Supp. 2d at 100 (internal citations omitted). 
 
It is easy to imagine situations where an institutional trader disbelieved an issuer’s projections about a 
future event, but purchased anyway. Additionally, institutions might have emails or documents 
evidencing an awareness of the allegedly undisclosed facts. Post-trial discovery during the claims 
process should focus upon these issues rather than attempting to demonstrate a class claimant’s lack of 
faith in the efficient capital markets theory, or disbelief in the correctness of the current market price. 
 
Finally, it is wrong to conclude that the Basic presumption is preserved even if the individual class 
claimant knew (or believed in the existence of) the supposedly undisclosed facts, on the basis that the 
price paid by that claimant would have been different had the rest of the market also known. That is 
what the Seventh Circuit recently held in Household when it affirmed the district court’s so-called 
“Phase II” procedures for post-trial claims challenges.[24] Those procedures included a loaded question 
to be answered by all class claimants asking them whether they would have purchased Household’s 
stock had they known the price was “inflated.”[25] Defendants correctly claimed that the proper 
question should have asked whether a claimant would have transacted had he known that the 
statements were false. The Seventh Circuit disagreed, concluding that “Basic was very clear that the way 
to rebut the presumption is to show that the investor would have paid the same price[,]”[26] apparently 
referring to the post-corrective disclosure price. 
 
But Basic was anything but clear on this point, [27] and a better reading of Basic does not support the 



 

 

proposition that the price paid by the “knowing” purchaser would have to be the same as the price that 
emerged after the truth was revealed to the rest of the market. That analysis collapses Basic’s three 
categories of exception — two of which concerned classwide “truth on the market” defenses, and one 
of which focused upon individual knowledge and belief — into a single, solitary “truth on the market” 
defense. 
 
On an individual claimant basis, this renders Basic’s supposedly rebuttable presumption irrebuttable, 
even in the face of compelling evidence that the claimant was not actually defrauded. But the 
hypothetical seller in Basic’s third example, who sold out of “antitrust concerns,” need not have 
believed that the price he sold at would have been identical to what it would have been had the rest of 
the market known what he knew. 
 
How could the price be the same if the efficient market theory works the way the court in Basic 
apparently believed it does? Put another way, that claimant was not defrauded, notwithstanding the 
fact that he paid a different price than the post-corrective disclosure price.[28] The presumption has 
been rebutted in such a case: there is no reliance, and hence as to that claimant, no fraud. 
 
Statutory Limitations to Plaintiffs’ Recovery 
 
There are two statutory limitations to a plaintiff’s securities class action recovery. One is § 28(a)’s 
“actual damages” limitation,[29] and the other is the Reform Act’s “90-day bounce back rule”[30] — 
which essentially limits a plaintiff to nominal losses (i.e., purchase price less sales price without regard to 
inflation). 
 
Under the “actual damages” limitation, there are two forms of netting gains against losses. One applies 
primarily to offset gains from pre-class period purchases sold at inflationary prices during the class 
period,[31] and the other applies exclusively to gains from shares purchased and sold during the class 
period. [32] Either or both of these can significantly impact classwide damages. 
 
The size of these potential offsets can be quite surprising, particularly when it comes to offsetting 
inflationary gains, where the theoretical offsets can actually exceed “plaintiffs-style” damages 
estimates.[33] While that observation obviously overstates reality — because it fails to account for the 
fact that one investor’s gains cannot reduce another investor’s losses — it still suggests that the pool of 
available offsets can be quite deep, and particularly so for active institutional investors who might make 
up a significant portion of the class. Because the actual amount of inflationary gain offsets can only be 
determined at the end of the claims process on an individual basis, it creates a substantial amount of 
uncertainty as to the overall size of the ultimate judgment. That uncertainty can be used effectively in 
settlement negotiations. 
 
There is a surprisingly large disparity between the treatment of this inflationary gain offset in 
settlements and verdicts: While offsetting recognized losses with gains from inflation was applied in 
both the Vivendi[34]and Household[35] orders implementing the juries’ verdicts, it was not applied in 
any of the 65 settlements occurring between 2012 and 2013 that were reviewed in a study conducted 
by Cornerstone Research and Goodwin Procter LLP.[36] This suggests that class members with large pre-
class period gains might want to think twice before opting out, because historically, those “undeserved” 
gains are not offset in settlements. When it comes to the (usually) lesser category of nominal gains 
adjustments,[37] they were applied in over half of the settlements reviewed, but were not expressly 
applied in either Vivendi or Household. 
 



 

 

Finally, a nominal loss cap on damages (essentially, purchase price less sales price)[38] was imposed as 
part of the Reform Act’s “90-day bounce back rule,” requiring that damages be limited to the difference 
between the purchase price and the mean trading price during the 90-day period beginning on the last 
corrective disclosure date.[39] This statutory limitation can have a big affect on damages (particularly 
where the stock price appreciates after the class period end). A number of scholars have commented on 
how inconsistent this limitation on damages is with the rationale behind Basic, because the implied 
premise that it takes 90 days for the market to incorporate all relevant information is inconsistent with 
there being an efficient market in the first place.[40] Nonetheless, it was enacted into law and part of 
the court’s reasoning in Halliburton II for not overturning Basic focused upon congressional 
acquiescence in the form of unspecified “limits on damages” that softened the impact of Basic without 
actually overturning it.[41] 
 
Settlement “Wild Cards” 
 
Securities class action judgments are rendered as an amount of damage or “inflation” per share (and 
this amount can vary over the course of a class period where there are multiple partial corrective 
disclosures). Putting aside the statutory offsets and class membership challenges discussed above, a 
defendant’s total exposure depends upon two things: (1) the total number of “damaged shares,”[42] 
and (2) class participation rates. Both of these are essentially unknowable ex ante, and there is 
surprisingly little empirical data about what happens ex post to guide decision-making when 
contemplating a potential settlement. 
 
Damage estimates are based on models that make assumptions regarding a share’s likelihood to trade 
during the class period, an area of expert testimony that usually leads to very different calculations of 
the pool of “damaged shares” available for submission to the claims processing agent. There is a dearth 
of information comparing what the models predict to what actually happens in a claims process after a 
settlement or verdict, an exception being a study by professor Daniel Fishel of 46 settlements, which 
concluded that none of the predictive models were particularly accurate (although some were clearly 
less accurate than others) largely because of the difficulty of estimating “no shows.”[43] And the 
number of “no shows” is often quite large, even for institutional investors who presumably have the 
most to gain. An analysis by professor James Cox of 118 settlements involving eligible institutional 
investors as potential claimants found that on average, just 28 percent of eligible institutional investors 
filed a claim.[44] 
 
The experience in Household is instructive: there the claims agent sent out close to 650,000 claim 
packages and received approximately 80,000 claims, for a return rate of around 12 percent; of these, 
slightly more than half (about 46,000) were determined to be valid, or about 7 percent of what were 
initially considered to be potentially valid claims.[45] Despite the fact that similar information is usually 
available following settlements, no one (including the insurance industry that pays for most settlements) 
appears to be tracking and aggregating that date, and in the absence of such readily available 
information, the actual cost of an adverse judgment remains very much a black box to both sides until 
after the claims process plays itself out. Ironically, that lack of information provides for settlement 
opportunities even in the face of a nonappealable judgment. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Even when all is seemingly lost, it is not. Despite Halliburton II, there are still viable challenges to the 
Basic presumption that should now focus upon what was actually known or believed by a claimant 
about the misstatement or omission at issue, rather than the claimant’s doctrinal adherence to the 



 

 

efficient market theory. The seldom litigated world of statutory damages limitations provides a rich 
resource of offsets that perhaps could be better utilized by defendants in settlement negotiations. And 
the fact that actual class claimant behavior remains relatively unstudied contributes to uncertainty 
regarding the ultimate dollar value of a verdict, which (ironically) provides a rational basis to settle a 
case that one might not have thought could be settled. 
 
—By Daniel J. Tyukody, Greenberg Traurig 
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The opinions expressed are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the firm, its 
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information purposes and is not intended to be and should not be taken as legal advice. 
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